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COMPUTATION OF THE LAMBDA FUNCTION FOR A FINITE GALOIS
EXTENSION
SAZZAD ALI BISWAS
Abstract. By Langlands [13], and Deligne [4] we know that the local constants are ex-
tendible functions. Therefore, to give an explicit formula of the local constant of an induced
representation of a local Galois group of a non-Archimedean local field F of characteristic
zero, we have to compute the lambda function λK/F for a finite extension K/F . In this
paper, when a finite extension K/F is Galois, we give a formula for λK/F .
1. Introduction
Let F be a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic zero. Let F¯ be an algebraic closure
of the field F . Consider a tower of fields F¯ /K/F (K/F is finite, but need not be Galois). Put
GF := Gal(F¯ /F ), GK := Gal(F¯ /K). Denote by ρK a complex representation of the group
GK of dimension dim(ρK). Langlands (cf. [13]) associated a (local) constant W (ρF , ψF ) of
absolute value 1 to every continuous finite dimensional complex representation ρF of the group
GF . It satisfies
(1.1) W (IndGFGK (ρK), ψF ) = λK/F (ψF )
dim(ρK) ·W (ρK , ψK).
Here ψF is any nontrivial additive character of the field F and ψK := ψF ◦TrK/F , IndGFGK (ρK)
is the representation of GF induced from ρK , and
λK/F (ψF ) := W (Ind
GF
GK
(1K), ψF ),
where 1K is the trivial representation of GK . When the additive character ψF is canonical
(cf. [16], p. 92), for the local constants we simply write W (ρ) instead of writing W (ρ, ψF )
where ρ is any finite dimensional complex representation of GF . The function λK/F (ψF ) is
called Langlands’ λ-function or simply λ-function. We also can define the λ-function via
Deligne’s constant c(ρ) := W (ρ)
W (det(ρ))
, where ρ is a finite dimensional representation of GF and
det(ρ) is the determinant of ρ (see equations (3.4), (3.5)).
In this paper, we use Langlands’ convention for the local constants. There are two other
conventions for the local constants, due to Deligne and to Bushnell & Henniart (cf. [2]). In
[1], Subsection 2.3.2, pp. 21-23, one can see the relations between the different conventions
for the local constants.
The local constants were first introduced by John Tate in his 1950 Ph.D. thesis, for linear
characters of local fields. They appear in his famous local functional equation (cf. [17], p. 13,
equation (3.2.1)) of the local abelian L-function. In [13], Langlands extended this to finite
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2 BISWAS
dimensional complex representations of a local Galois group. In 1972, Deligne (cf. [4]) showed
that local constants can be attached to finite dimensional complex representations of local
Galois groups by an elegant global method.
The local Langlands correspondence preserves local constants so the explicit computation
of local constants is an integral part of the Langlands program. In [13], Langlands proved
that the local constants are extendible functions (cf. Theorem 1 on p. 105 of [16]). Therefore,
to compute the local constant of any induced local Galois representation, we have to compute
the λ-function explicitly because here we need to use equation (1.1).
Further, if we know an explicit formula for the local constants of the Galois representa-
tions, then by using these computations we can compute global constants, because the global
constant is a product of local constants. The global Langlands conjecture predicts that the
global constant (which appears in the functional equation for an Artin L-function) will be
preserved under the global Langlands correspondence and it should be compatible to the local
Langlands correspondence at every place. Thus an explicit formula for the local constants
will lead to information concerning the global Langlands correspondence.
In [8], G. Henniart has computed the λ-functions for all odd degree local extensions of a
non-Archimedean local field of characteristic zero (cf. Proposition 2 on p. 124 of [8]). In [14],
T. Saito has shown that the Henniart’s formula regarding λ-function for odd degree extension
is a consequence of results of J.-P. Serre (cf. [15]) and Deligne (cf. [5]). In [14], Saito also
has computed the λ-function for an arbitrary extension assuming the residual characteristic
of the base field is not equal to 2 (cf. Theorem on p. 508 of [14]). In this paper, we also
compute these λ-functions for finite Galois extensions (except the quadratic case) and our
computations are more explicit than the previous results of Saito.
Firstly, in Section 3, we compute the λ-function for odd degree Galois extension by using
some properties of the λ-functions (cf. [1], Lemma 2.2.2 on p. 14) and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5,
then we obtain the following result (cf. Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 1.1. Let E/F be an odd degree Galois extension of a non-Archimedean local field
F . If L ⊃ K ⊃ F is any finite extension inside E, then λL/K = 1.
And in Section 4, we compute λG1 := W (Ind
G
{1}(1)), where G is a local Galois group for a
finite Galois extension. By using Bruno Kahn’s results (cf. [10], Theorem 1) and Theorem
3.4 (due to Deligne) we obtain the following result (cf. Theorem 4.9).
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite local Galois group of a non-Archimedean local field F . Let
S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Denote cG1 = c(Ind
G
1 (1)).
(1) If S = {1}, then we have λG1 = 1.
(2) If the Sylow 2-subgroup S ⊂ G is nontrivial cyclic (exceptional case), then
λG1 =
W (α) if |S| = 2n > 8cG1 ·W (α) if |S| 6 4,
where α is a uniquely determined quadratic character of G.
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(3) If S is metacyclic but not cyclic (invariant case), then
λG1 =
λV1 if G contains Klein’s 4 group V1 if G does not contain Klein’s 4 group V .
(4) If S is nontrivial and not metacyclic, then λG1 = 1.
In the above theorem we observe that λG1 = 1, except the exceptional case and the
invariant case when G contains Klein’s 4-group. Moreover, if α is the uniquely determined
quadratic character of G, then W (α) = λF2/F , where F2/F ⊆ K/F is the quadratic extension
corresponding to α. In fact, in the invariant case we need to compute λV1 where V is Klein’s
4-group. If p 6= 2 then V corresponds to a tame extension and in this paper we obtain an
explicit computation of λV1 in Lemma 4.7.
Furthermore, in Appendix, we give an explicit formula for λK/F , where K/F is a finite
Galois extension of even degree with odd ramification index.
2. Notations and Preliminaries
Let F be a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic zero, i.e., a finite extension of the
field Qp (field of p-adic numbers), where p is a prime. Let K/F be a finite extension of the
field F . Let eK/F be the ramification index of the extension K/F and fK/F be the residue
degree of the extension K/F . The extension K/F is called unramified if eK/F = 1. The
extension K/F is totally ramified if eK/F = [K : F ]. Let qF be the cardinality of the residue
field kF of F . If gcd(p, [K : F ]) = 1, then the extension K/F is called tamely ramified,
otherwise wildly ramified. The extension K/F is totally tamely ramified if it is both totally
ramified and tamely ramified.
For a tower of local fields K/L/F , we have (cf. [6], p. 39, Lemma 2.1)
(2.1) eK/F (νK) = eK/L(νK) · eL/F (νL),
where νK is a valuation on K and νL is the induced valuation on L, i.e., νL = νK |L. For the
tower of fields K/L/F we simply write eK/F = eK/L · eL/F . Let OF be the ring of integers in
the local field F and PF = piFOF is the unique prime ideal in OF and piF is a uniformizer,
i.e., an element in PF whose valuation is one, i.e., νF (piF ) = 1. Let UF = OF − PF be the
group of units in OF . Let P
i
F = {x ∈ F : νF (x) > i} and for i > 0 define U iF = 1 + P iF
(with proviso U0F = UF = O
×
F ). We also consider that a(χ) is the conductor of nontrivial
character χ : F× → C×, i.e., a(χ) is the smallest integer m > 0 such that χ is trivial on UmF .
We say χ is unramified if the conductor of χ is zero and otherwise ramified. Throughout the
paper when K/F is unramified we choose uniformizers piK = piF . And when K/F is totally
ramified (both tame and wild) we choose uniformizers piF = NK/F (piK), where NK/F is the
norm map from K× to F×. In this paper, ∆K/F denotes det(IndK/F (1)).
The conductor of any nontrivial additive character ψ of the field F is an integer n(ψ) if ψ
is trivial on P
−n(ψ)
F , but nontrivial on P
−n(ψ)−1
F .
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2.1. Local constants. For a nontrivial multiplicative character χ of F× and nontrivial ad-
ditive character ψ of F , we have
(2.2) W (χ, ψ, c) = χ(c)
∫
UF
χ−1(x)ψ(x/c)dx
| ∫
UF
χ−1(x)ψ(x/c)dx| ,
where the Haar measure dx is normalized such that the measure of OF is 1 and c ∈ F× with
valuation n(ψ) + a(χ). The formula (2.2) can be modified as follows (cf. [16], p. 94):
(2.3) W (χ, ψ, c) = χ(c)q
−a(χ)/2
F
∑
x∈ UF
U
a(χ)
F
χ−1(x)ψ(x/c),
where c = pi
a(χ)+n(ψ)
F . Now if u ∈ UF is a unit and if we replace c by cu, then we would have
(2.4) W (χ, ψ, cu) = χ(c)q
−a(χ)
2
F
∑
x∈ UF
U
a(χ)
F
χ−1(x/u)ψ(x/cu) = W (χ, ψ, c).
Therefore, W (χ, ψ, c) depends only on the exponent νF (c) = a(χ) +n(ψ). Thus we can write
W (χ, ψ, c) = W (χ, ψ), because c is determined by νF (c) = a(χ) + n(ψ) up to a unit u which
has no influence on W (χ, ψ, c). If χ is unramified, i.e., a(χ) = 0, then νF (c) = n(ψ). Then
from the formula of W (χ, ψ, c), we can write
(2.5) W (χ, ψ, c) = χ(c),
and therefore, W (1, ψ, c) = 1 if χ = 1 is the trivial character.
We know that this local constant satisfies the following functional equation (cf. [17]):
W (χ, ψ) ·W (χ−1, ψ) = 1.
This functional equation extends to
(2.6) W (ρ, ψ) ·W (ρV , ψ) = det(ρ)(−1),
where ρ is any virtual finite-dimensional representation of the Weil group WF , ρ
V is the
contragredient and ψ is any nontrivial additive character of F . This is formula (3) on p. 190
of [2] for s = 1
2
.
2.2. Deligne’s Constants. Let K/F be a finite Galois extension of a local field F of char-
acteristic zero. Let G = Gal(K/F ), and let ρ : G → AutC(V ) be a representation. Then for
this representation, Deligne (cf. [16], p. 119) defines:
(2.7) c(ρ) :=
W (ρ, ψ)
W (det(ρ), ψ)
,
where ψ is some additive character of F . If we change the additive character ψ to ψ′ = bψ,
where b ∈ F×, then from [2], p. 190, part (2) of the Proposition, we see:
(2.8) W (ρ, bψ) = (ρ,
1
2
, bψ) = det(ρ)(b) · (ρ, 1
2
, ψ) = det(ρ)(b)W (ρ, ψ).
Also, from the property of abelian local constants we have W (det(ρ), bψ) = det(ρ)(b) ·
W (det(ρ), ψ), hence
W (ρ, bψ)
W (det(ρ), bψ)
= W (ρ, ψ)
W (det(ρ), ψ)
= c(ρ).
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This shows that the Deligne’s constant c(ρ) does not depend on the choice of the additive
character ψ.
3. When K/F is an odd degree Galois extension
Let K/F be a finite Galois extension of the field F . It is well known (cf. [2], Corollary
30.4 on p. 194) that the λK/F -function is always a fourth root of unity. We also have the
following result due to Gallagher.
Theorem 3.1 ([2], p. 188). If ρ is a (virtual) representation of H ⊂ G, then
(3.1) det(IndGHρ)(s) = ∆
G
H(s)
dim(ρ) · (det(ρ) ◦ TG/H(s)),
for s ∈ G. Here TG/H is the transfer map from G to H and ∆GH = det(IndGH1H).
We assume now that the Galois groups H ⊂ G have the fields K ⊃ F as their base fields.
Then by class field theory we may interpret det(ρ) of equation (3.1) as a character of K× and
det(IndGHρ) as a character of F
×, and then the equation (3.1) turns into an equality of two
characters of F×:
(3.2) det(IndGHρ) = ∆
dim(ρ)
K/F · det(ρ)|F× , where ∆K/F : F× → {±1}
is the discriminant character with respect to the extension K/F . If we consider Z ⊂ H ⊂ G
corresponding to the base fields E ⊃ K ⊃ F then we have
∆E/F = det(Ind
G
H(Ind
H
Z 1Z)),
and with ρ = IndHZ 1Z we conclude from (3.2) that
(3.3) ∆E/F = ∆E/K |F× ·∆[E:K]K/F .
Moreover, in terms of Deligne’s constant, we can write:
(3.4) λGH := W (Ind
G
H1H) = c(Ind
G
H1H) ·W (det(IndGH1H)) = cGH ·W (∆GH),
where cGH := c(Ind
G
H1H).
Replacing Galois groups by the corresponding local fields we may write the lambda function
of the finite extension K/F as
(3.5) λK/F = c(IndK/F1) ·W (∆K/F ),
where c(IndK/F1) is Deligne’s sign, and ∆K/F is a quadratic character of F
× related to the
discriminant.
From the following lemma, we can see that the λ-function can change by a sign if we change
the additive character.
Lemma 3.2. The λ-function can change by sign if we change the additive character.
Proof. Let K/F be a finite separable extension of the field F and let ψ be a nontrivial additive
character of F . We know that the local constant W (ρ, ψ) is well defined for all pairs consisting
of a virtual representation ρ of the Weil group WF and a nontrivial additive character ψ of
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F . If we change the additive character ψ to bψ, where b ∈ F× is a unique element for which
bψ(x) := ψ(bx) for all x ∈ F , then from equation (2.8), we have
(3.6) W (ρ, bψ) = det(ρ)(b) ·W (ρ, ψ).
In the definition of λ-function ρ = IndK/F1, therefore, by using equation (3.6), we have
(3.7) λK/F (bψ) = W (IndK/F1, bψ) = ∆K/F (b)W (IndK/F1, ψ) = ∆K/F (b)λK/F (ψ),
where ∆K/F = det(IndK/F (1)) is a quadratic character (a sign function), i.e., ∆K/F (b) ∈ {±1}.

Lemma 3.3. Let L/F be a finite Galois extension of a non-Archimedean local field F which
contains K and G = Gal(L/F ), H = Gal(L/K). If H 6 G is a normal subgroup and if
[G : H] is odd, then ∆K/F ≡ 1 and λ2K/F = 1.
Proof. If H is a normal subgroup, then IndGH1H = Ind
G/H
{1} 1 is the regular representation of
G/H, hence det(IndGH1H) = ∆K/F is the quadratic character of the group G/H. By the given
condition order of G/H is odd, then ∆K/F ≡ 1, hence λ2K/F = ∆K/F (−1). Thus λ2K/F = 1. 
Note: Since ∆K/F ≡ 1, W (∆K/F ) = 1. We also know that c(IndK/F (1)) ∈ {±1}. Then
from equation (3.5) we can easily see that λ2K/F = 1.
In the next lemma we state some important results for our next Theorem 3.6. These
are the consequences of the following Deligne’s result for the local constant of orthogonal
representations. For an orthogonal representation ρ : G → O(n), we know a procedure how
to obtain the constant c(ρ) from the second Stiefel-Whitney class s2(ρ).
Theorem 3.4 (Deligne, [16], p. 129, Theorem 3). Let ρ be an orthogonal representation
of a finite group G and let s2(ρ) ∈ H2(G,Z/2Z) be the second Stiefel-Whitney class of ρ. Let
K/F be a finite Galois extension of the non-Archimedean local field F . The Galois group
G = Gal(K/F ) is a quotient group of the full Galois group GF = Gal(F¯ /F ) which induces
an inflation map
(3.8) Inf : H2(G,Z/2Z)→ H2(GF ,Z/2Z) = Br(F )2 ∼= {±1}.
Then
(3.9) c(ρ) = cl(s2(ρ)) ∈ {±1}.
Here cl(s2(ρ)) denotes for the image of s2(ρ) under the composition of these maps (3.8), and
Br(F )2 denotes the 2-part of the Brauer group of F .
In particular, we have c(ρ) = 1 if s2(ρ) = 0 ∈ H2(G,Z/2Z).
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a local Galois group.
(1) If H 6 G is a normal subgroup of odd index [G : H], then λGH = 1.
(2) If there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that N 6 H 6 G and [G : N ] odd, then
λGH = 1.
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Proof. (1) To prove (1) we use the equation (3.4)
(3.10) λGH = W (Ind
G
H1H) = c(Ind
G
H1H) ·W (det ◦ IndGH1H).
Since ρ = IndGH1H is orthogonal we may compute c(ρ) by using the second Stiefel-
Whitney class s2(ρ). From Proposition 2(v) on p. 119 of [16] we know that c(ρ) =
W (ρ)/W (det(ρ)) is a sign. If cl(s2(ρ)) is the image of s2(ρ) under inflation map (which
is injective), then according to Deligne’s Theorem 3.4, we have:
c(ρ) = cl(s2(ρ))
if ρ is orthogonal. Moreover, we have
s2(Ind
G
H1H) ∈ H2(G/H,Z/2Z) = {1},
and W (∆GH) = 1 by Lemma 3.3. This implies that in equation (3.10) both factors are
= 1, hence λGH = 1.
(2) From N 6 H 6 G, we obtain
(3.11) λGN = λ
H
N · (λGH)[H:N ].
From (1) we obtain λGN = λ
H
N = 1 because N is normal and the index [G : N ] is odd,
hence (λGH)
[H:N ] = 1. Finally this implies λGH = 1 because λ
G
H is a fourth root of unity
and [H : N ] is odd.

Note: In other words, we can state this above Lemma 3.5 as follows:
Let ∆ ⊆ G be a subgroup and H ⊆ ∆. Let H ′ = ∩x∈∆xHx−1 ⊂ ∆ be the largest subgroup
of H which is normal in ∆ ⊆ G. Then λ∆H(W ) = 1 if the index [∆ : H ′] is odd, in particular
if H itself is a normal subgroup of ∆ of odd index.
Now we are in a position to state the main theorem for odd degree Galois extension of a
non-Archimedean local field.
Theorem 3.6. Let E/F be an odd degree Galois extension of a non-Archimedean local field
F . If L ⊃ K ⊃ F is any finite extension inside E, then λL/K = 1.
Proof. By the given condition the degree of extension [E : F ] of E over F is odd. Let L be
any arbitrary intermediate field of E/F which contains K/F . Therefore, here we have the
tower of fields E ⊃ L ⊃ K ⊃ F . Here the degree of extensions are all odd since [E : F ] is
odd. By assumption E/F is Galois, then also the extension E/L and E/K are Galois and
H = Gal(E/L) is a subgroup of G = Gal(E/K).
By the definition we have λL/K = λ
G
H . If H is a normal subgroup of G then λ
G
H = 1 because
|G/H| is odd. But H need not be a normal subgroup of G therefore, L/K need not be a
Galois extension. Let N be the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H and N can be
written as:
N = ∩g∈GgHg−1.
Therefore, the fixed field EN is the smallest normal extension of K containing L. Now we
have
(3.12) λGN = λ
H
N · (λGH)[H:N ].
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Since |G| is odd, [G : N ] is odd and hence λL/K = 1 by Lemma 3.5(2). Then we may say
λL/K = 1 in all possible cases if [E
N : K] is odd. When the big extension E/F is odd then all
intermediate extensions will be odd. Therefore, the theorem is proved for all possible cases.

Remark 3.7. (1). If the Galois extension E/F is infinite then we say it is odd if [K : F ] is
odd for all sub-extensions of finite degree. This means the pro-finite group Gal(E/F ) can be
realized as the projective limit of finite groups which are all of odd order. If E/F is a Galois
extension of odd order in this more general sense, then again we will have λL/K = 1 in all
cases where λ-function is defined.
(2). But this above Theorem 3.6 is not true if K/F is not Galois. Guy Henniart gives “An
amusing formula” (cf. [8], p. 124, Proposition 2) for λK/F , when K/F is arbitrary odd
degree extension, and this formula is:
(3.13) λK/F = W (∆K/F )
n ·
(
2
qF
)a(∆K/F )
,
where K/F is an extension in F¯ with finite odd degree n, and
(
2
qF
)
is the Legendre symbol
if p is odd and is 1 if p = 2. Here a denotes the exponent of the Artin-conductor.
4. Computation of λG1 where G is a finite local Galois group
From equation (3.4), we observe that to compute λGH we need to compute the Deligne’s
constant cGH and W (∆
G
H).
In this section, we need the following Gallagher’s result.
Theorem 4.1 (Gallagher, [12], Theorem 30.1.8). Assume that H is a normal subgroup of G,
hence ∆GH = ∆
G/H
1 , then
(1) ∆GH = 1G, where 1G is the trivial representation of G, unless the Sylow 2-subgroups of
G/H are cyclic and nontrivial.
(2) If the Sylow 2-subgroups of G/H are cyclic and nontrivial, then ∆GH is the only linear
character of G of order 2.
Definition 4.2 (2-rank of a finite abelian group). Let G be a finite abelian group. Then
from the elementary divisor theorem for finite abelian groups, we can write
(4.1) G ∼= Z/m1Z× Z/m2Z× · · · × Z/msZ,
where m1|m2| · · · |ms and
∏s
i=1mi = |G|. We define
the 2-rank of G :=the number of mi-s which are even
and we set
rk2(G) = 2-rank of G.
When the order of an abelian group G is odd, from the structure of G we have rk2(G) = 0,
i.e., there are no even mi-s for G.
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Remark 4.3 (Remark on Theorem 4.1). If G is a finite group with subgroups H ′ ⊂ H ⊂ G,
then for ∆GH = det(Ind
G
H1H) we know from Gallagher’s Theorem 3.1
∆GH′ = det(Ind
G
H′1H′) = det(Ind
G
H(Ind
H
H′1H′))
= (∆GH)
[H:H′] · det(IndHH′1H′) ◦ TG/H
= (∆GH)
[H:H′] · (∆HH′ ◦ TG/H).(4.2)
Now we use equation (4.2) for H ′ = {1} and H = [G,G] = G′. Then we have
(4.3) ∆G1 = (∆
G
G′)
|G′| ·∆G′1 ◦ TG/G′ = (∆GG′)|G
′|,
because by Theorem 10.25 on p. 320 of [9], TG/G′ is the trivial map.
We also know that G′ is a normal subgroup of G, then we can write IndGG′1G′ ∼= IndG/G
′
1 1,
hence ∆GG′ = ∆
G/G′
1 . So we have
(4.4) ∆G1 = (∆
G
G′)
|G′| = (∆G/G
′
1 )
|G′|.
From the above equation (4.4) we observe that ∆G1 always reduces to the abelian case
because G/G′ is abelian. Moreover, we know that:
If G is abelian then IndG1 1 = rG is the sum of all characters of G, hence from Miller’s result
(cf. [3], Theorem 6) for the abelian group Ĝ we obtain:
∆G1 = det(Ind
G
1 1) = det(
∑
χ∈Ĝ
χ)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ
det(χ) =
∏
χ∈Ĝ
χ
=
α if rk2(G) = 11 if rk2(G) 6= 1,(4.5)
where α is the uniquely determined quadratic character of G.
Moreover, since G/G′ is abelian, by using equation (4.5) for G/G′, from equation (4.4) we
obtain:
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a finite group and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) S < G is nontrivial cyclic;
(2) ∆G1 6= 1, is the unique quadratic character of G;
(3) rk2(G/G
′) = 1 and |G′| is odd.
Proof. Take H = {1} in Gallagher’s Theorem 4.1 and we can see that (1) and (2) are equiv-
alent. From equation (4.4) we can see (2) implies the condition (3).
Now we are left to show that (3) implies (1). Let S ′ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/G′. Since
rk2(G/G
′) = 1, hence rk2(S ′) = 1, and therefore, S ′ is cyclic. Moreover, |G′| is odd, hence
|S| = |S ′|. Let f : G→ G/G′ be the canonical group homomorphism. Since |G′| is odd, and
rk2(G/G
′) = 1, f |S is an isomorphism from S to S ′. Hence S is a nontrivial cyclic Sylow
2-subgroup of G.
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This completes the proof.

Theorem 4.5 (Schur-Zassenhaus). If H ⊂ G is a normal subgroup such that |H| and
[G : H] are relatively prime, then H will have a complement S that is a subgroup of G such
that
G = H o S
is a semidirect product.
Let G be a local Galois group. Since G is solvable, G has Hall-subgroups H ⊂ G of all
types such that [G : H] and |H| are relatively prime. In particular, G will have an odd Hall
subgroup H ⊂ G such that |H| is odd and [G : H] is power of 2. From this we conclude the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a finite local Galois group of a non-Archimedean local field. Let
H ⊂ G be an odd order Hall subgroup of G (which is unique up to conjugation). Then we
have
(4.6) λG1 = (λ
G
H)
|H|.
Hence λG1 = λ
G
H if |H| ≡ 1 (mod 4) and λG1 = (λGH)−1 if |H| ≡ 3 (mod 4).
If the local base field F/Qp has residue characteristic p 6= 2, then the odd order Hall subgroup
H ⊂ G is a normal subgroup and therefore, λGH = λG/H1 , where G/H ∼= S is isomorphic
to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. For G = Gal(E/F ) this means that we have a unique normal
extension K/F in E such that Gal(K/F ) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and we
will have
λE/F = λ
[E:K]
K/F .
Proof. We know that the local Galois group G is solvable, then G has an odd order Hall
subgroup H ⊂ G. Then the formula (4.6) follows because λH1 = 1 (here |H| is odd and H is
a subgroup of the local Galois group G).
Let now p 6= 2 and let H be an odd order Hall subgroup of G. The ramification subgroup
G1 ⊂ G is a normal subgroup of order a power of p, hence G1 ⊂ H, and H/G1 ⊂ G/G1 will
be an odd order Hall subgroup of G/G1. But the group G/G1 is supersolvable. We also
know that the odd order Hall subgroup of a supersolvable group is normal. Therefore, H/G1
is normal in G/G1, and this implies that H is normal in G. Now we can use Theorem 4.5 and
we obtain G/H ∼= S where S must be a Sylow 2-subgroup. Therefore, when p 6= 2 we have
λG1 = λE/F = (λ
G/H
1 )
|H| = λ[E:K]K/F ,
where G = Gal(E/F ), H = Gal(E/K) and G/H = Gal(K/F ) ∼= S.

Let F/Qp be a local field with p 6= 2. Let K/F be the extension such that Gal(K/F ) = V
Klein’s 4-group. In the following lemma we give an explicit formula for the λV1 = λK/F .
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Lemma 4.7. Let F/Qp be a local field with p 6= 2. Let K/F be the uniquely determined
extension with V = Gal(K/F ), Klein’s 4-group. Then
λV1 = λK/F = −1 if −1 ∈ F× is a square, i.e., qF ≡ 1 (mod 4), and
λV1 = λK/F = 1 if −1 ∈ F× is not a square , i.e., if qF ≡ 3 (mod 4),
where qF is the cardinality of the residue field of F .
Proof. If p 6= 2 then the square class group F×/F×2 is Klein’s 4-group, and K/F is the unique
abelian extension such that NK/F (K
×) = F×2, hence
Gal(K/F ) ∼= F×/F×2 = V.
Since V is abelian, we can write V̂ ∼= V . This implies that there are exactly three nontrivial
characters of V and they are quadratic. By class field theory we can consider them as quadratic
characters of F×. Each of these quadratic characters determines a quadratic extension of F .
Thus there are three quadratic subextensions Li/F in K/F , where i = 1, 2, 3. We denote
L1/F the unramified extension whereas L2/F and L3/F are tamely ramified. Then we can
write
(4.7) λK/F = λK/Li · λ2Li/F
for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The group V has four characters χi, i = 0, · · · , 3, where χ0 ≡ 1 and
χi(i = 1, 2, 3) are three characters of V such that Gal(K/Li) is the kernel of χi, in other
words, χi is the quadratic character of F
×/NLi/F (L
×
i ).
Let rV = Ind
V
{1}1, then
∆V1 = det(rV ) =
∏3
i=0 χi ≡ 1,
because χ3 = χ1 · χ2. Therefore, W (∆V1 ) = 1 and
λK/F = c(rV )
is Deligne’s constant. More precisely, we have
(4.8) λK/F = W (χ1) ·W (χ2) ·W (χ1χ2).
But here χ1 is unramified and therefore, W (χ1) = χ1(c1) (see equation (2.5)) and by using
unramified character twisting formula, W (χ1χ2) = χ1(c2) ·W (χ2), where c2 = piF c1 because
a(χ2) = 1 + a(χ1) = 1. Therefore, the equation (4.8) implies:
(4.9) λK/F = χ1(c1)
2 · χ1(piF ) ·W (χ2)2 = −χ2(−1),
since χ1(piF ) = −1. Similarly, putting χ2 = χ−11 χ3 = χ1χ3 and χ1χ2 = χ3 in the equation
(4.8) we have
(4.10) λK/F = −χ3(−1).
Therefore, we have λK/F = −χi(−1) for i = 2, 3.
Moreover, we know that
χi(−1) =
1 if −1 ∈ F× is a square, i.e., qF ≡ 1 (mod 4)−1 if −1 ∈ F× is not a square, i.e., qF ≡ 3 (mod 4).
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Thus finally we conclude that
λK/F = −χi(−1) =
−1 if −1 ∈ F× is a square, i.e., qF ≡ 1 (mod 4)1 if −1 ∈ F× is not a square, i.e., qF ≡ 3 (mod 4).

For proving our next theorem we need the following theorem due to Bruno Kahn.
Theorem 4.8 ([10], Se´rie 1-313, Theorem 1). Let G be a finite group, rG its regular repre-
sentation. Let S be any 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Then s2(rG) = 0 in the following cases:
(1) S is a cyclic group of order > 8;
(2) S is a generalized quaternion group;
(3) S is not a metacyclic group.
In the following theorem we give a general formula for λG1 , where G is a finite local Galois
group.
Theorem 4.9. Let G be a finite local Galois group of a non-Archimedean local field F . Let
S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
(1) If S = {1}, then we have λG1 = 1.
(2) If the Sylow 2-subgroup S ⊂ G is nontrivial cyclic (exceptional case), then
(4.11) λG1 =
W (α) if |S| = 2n > 8cG1 ·W (α) if |S| 6 4,
where α is a uniquely determined quadratic character of G.
(3) If S is metacyclic but not cyclic (invariant case), then
(4.12) λG1 =
λV1 if G contains Klein’s 4 group V1 if G does not contain Klein’s 4 group V .
(4) If S is nontrivial and not metacyclic, then λG1 = 1.
Proof. (1). When S = {1}, i.e., |G| is odd, we know from Theorem 3.6 that λG1 = 1.
(2). When S =< g > is a nontrivial cyclic subgroup of G, ∆G1 is nontrivial (because ∆
G
1 (g) =
(−1)|G|− |G||S| = −1) and by Lemma 4.4, ∆G1 = α, where α is a uniquely determined quadratic
character of G. Then we obtain
λG1 = c
G
1 ·W (∆G1 ) = cG1 ·W (α).
If S is cyclic of order 2n > 8, then by Theorem 4.8 (case 1) and Theorem 3.4 we have cG1 = 1,
hence λG1 = W (α).
(3). When the Sylow 2-subgroup S ⊂ G is metacyclic but not cyclic (invariant case):
If G contains Klein’s 4-group V , then V ⊂ S because all Sylow 2-subgroups are conjugate to
each other. Then we have V < S < G. So from the properties of the λ-function, we have
λG1 = λ
V
1 · (λGV )4 = λV1 .
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Now assume that G does not contain Klein’s 4-group. Then by assumption S is metacyclic,
not cyclic and does not contain Klein’s 4-group. We are going to see that this implies: S is
generalized quaternion, and therefore, by Theorem 4.8, s2(Ind
G
1 (1)) = 0, hence c
G
1 = 1.
We use the following criterion for generalized quaternion groups: A finite p-group in which
there is a unique subgroup of order p is either cyclic or generalized quaternion (cf. [7], p. 189,
Theorem 12.5.2).
So it is enough to show: If S does not contain Klein’s 4-group then S has precisely one
subgroup of order 2. We consider the center Z(S) which is a nontrivial abelian 2-group. If
it would be non-cyclic then Z(S), hence S would contain Klein’s 4-group. So Z(S) must be
cyclic, hence we have precisely one subgroup Z2 of order 2 which sits in the center of S. Now
assume that S has any other subgroup U ⊂ S which is of order 2. Then Z2 and U would
generate a Klein-4-group in S which by our assumption cannot exist. Therefore, Z2 ⊂ S is
the only subgroup of order 2 in S. But S is not cyclic, so it is generalized quaternion.
Thus we can write λG1 = c
G
1 ·W (∆G1 ) = W (∆G1 ). Now to complete the proof we need to show
that W (∆G1 ) = 1. This follows from Lemma 4.4.
(4). When the Sylow 2-subgroup S is nontrivial and not metacyclic.
We know that every cyclic group is also a metacyclic group. Therefore, when S is nontrivial
and not metacyclic, we are not in the position: rk2(G/G
′) = 1 and |G′| is odd. This gives
∆G1 = 1, hence W (∆
G
1 ) = 1. Furthermore, by using the Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 3.4 we
obtain the second Stiefel-Whitney class s2(Ind
G
1 (1)) = 0, hence λ
G
1 = c
G
1 ·W (∆G1 ) = 1.
This completes the proof.

In the above Theorem 4.9 we observe that if we are in the Case 3, then by using Lemma
4.7 we can give complete formula of λG1 for p 6= 2. Moreover, by using Proposition 4.6 in case
2, we boil down to the computation of λK/F , where K/F is quadratic.
Corollary 4.10. Let G = Gal(E/F ) be a finite local Galois group of a non-Archimedean local
field F/Qp with p 6= 2. Let S ∼= G/H be a nontrivial Sylow 2-subgroup of G, where H is a
uniquely determined Hall subgroup of odd order. Suppose that we have a tower E/K/F of
fields such that S ∼= Gal(K/F ), H = Gal(E/K) and G = Gal(E/F ). Let α be the uniquely
determined quadratic character of G.
(1) If S ⊂ G is cyclic, then
(a)
λG1 = λ
±1
K/F =
λK/F = W (α) if [E : K] ≡ 1 (mod 4)λ−1K/F = W (α)−1 if [E : K] ≡ −1 (mod 4).
(b)
λG1 = β(−1)W (α)±1 = β(−1)×
W (α) if [E : K] ≡ 1 (mod 4)W (α)−1 if [E : K] ≡ −1 (mod 4)
if K/F is cyclic of order 4 with generating character β such that β2 = α = ∆K/F .
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(c)
λG1 = λ
±1
K/F =
λK/F = W (α) if [E : K] ≡ 1 (mod 4)λ−1K/F = W (α)−1 if [E : K] ≡ −1 (mod 4)
if K/F is cyclic of order 2n > 8.
And if the 4th roots of unity are in F , we have
λG1 = λK/F .
(2) If S is metacyclic but not cyclic and the 4th roots of unity are in F , then
(a) λG1 = −1 if V ⊂ G,
(b) λG1 = 1 if V 6⊂ G.
(3) The Case 4 of Theorem 4.9 will not occur in this case.
Proof. (1). In the case when p 6= 2 we know from Proposition 4.6 that the odd Hall-subgroup
H < G is actually a normal subgroup with quotient G/H ∼= S. So if G = Gal(E/F ) and
K/F is the maximal 2-extension inside E then Gal(K/F ) = G/H ∼= S. And we obtain:
(4.13) λG1 = (λ
G/H
1 )
|H| =
λK/F if [E : K] = |H| ≡ 1 (mod 4)λ−1K/F if [E : K] = |H| ≡ −1 (mod 4).
So it is enough to compute λK/F for Gal(K/F ) ∼= S, i.e., we can reduce the computation to
the case where G = S.
We know that λK/F = W (IndK/F (1)) =
∏
χW (χ), where χ runs over all characters of the
cyclic group Gal(K/F ). If [K : F ] = 2 then IndK/F (1) = 1 + α, where α is a quadratic
character of F associated to K by class field theory, hence α = ∆K/F . Thus λK/F = W (α).
If [K : F ] = 4 then IndK/F (1) = 1 + β + β
2 + β3, where β2 = α = ∆K/F and β
3 = β−1,
hence by the functional equation of local constant we have:
W (β)W (β−1) = β(−1).
We then obtain:
λK/F = W (IndK/F (1)) = W (β)W (β
2)W (β3) = β(−1)×W (α).
If S is cyclic of order 2n > 8, then by using Theorem 4.8 in Theorem 3.4, we have cS1 = 1.
Again from equation (4.5) we have W (∆S1 ) = W (α) because rk2(S) = 1, where α is the
uniquely determined quadratic character of F . Thus we obtain
λK/F = c
S
1 ·W (∆S1 ) = W (α).
Finally by using the equation (4.13) we obtain our desired results.
Now we denote i =
√−1 and consider it in the algebraic closure of F . If i 6∈ F then p 6= 2
implies that F (i)/F is the unramified extension of degree 2.
Now assume that i ∈ F . Then first of all we know that λGH is always is a sign because
(λGH)
2 = ∆GH(−1) = ∆GH(i2) = 1.
Then the formula (4.13) turns into
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λG1 = (λ
G/H
1 )
|H| = λG/H1 ,
where G/H = Gal(K/F ) ∼= S. Therefore, in Case 2 of Theorem 4.9 we have now same
formulas as above but with 1 instead of ±1.
(2). Moreover, when p 6= 2 we know that always λV1 = −1 if i ∈ F (cf. Lemma 4.7). Again,
if V ⊆ S, hence V ⊆ G, and we have
λG1 = λ
V
1 · (λGV )4 = λV1 .
Therefore, when S is metacyclic but not cyclic we can simply say:
λG1 = λ
V
1 = −1, if V ⊂ G,
and if V 6⊂ G, then from Theorem 4.9(3), we can conclude λG1 = 1.
(3). If the base field F is p-adic with p 6= 2, then as a Galois group S corresponds to a
tamely ramified extension (because the degree 2n is prime to p), and therefore, S must be
metacyclic. Therefore, the Case 4 of Theorem 4.9 can never occur if p 6= 2.

Remark 4.11. If S is cyclic of order 2n > 8, then we have two formulas:
λG1 = W (α) as obtained in Theorem 4.9(2), and λ
G
1 = W (α)
±1 in Corollary 4.10. So we
observe that for |S| = 2n > 8 and |H| ≡ −1 (mod 4) the value of W (α) must be a sign for
p 6= 2.
In Case 3 of Theorem 4.9 we notice that ∆G1 ≡ 1, hence λG1 = cG1 . We know also that this
Deligne’s constant cG1 takes values ±1 (cf. Proposition 2(v) on p. 119 of [16]). Moreover, we
also notice that the Deligne’s constant of a representation is independent of the choice of the
additive character. Therefore, in Case 3 of Theorem 4.9, λG1 = c
G
1 ∈ {±1} will not depend on
the choice of the additive character. Since in Case 3 the computation of λG1 does not depend
on the choice of the additive character, we call this case the invariant case.
Furthermore, in [11], Bruno Kahn deals with s2(rG), where rG is a regular representation
of G in the invariant case. For metacyclic S of order > 4, we have the presentation
S ∼= G(n,m, r, l) =< a, b : a2n = 1, b2m = a2r , bab−1 = al >
with n,m > 1, 0 6 r 6 n, l an integer ≡ 1 (mod 2n−r), l2m ≡ l (mod 2n).
When S is metacyclic but not cyclic with n > 2, then s2(rG) = 0 if and only if m = 1 and
l ≡ −1 (mod 4) (cf. [11], p. 575). In this case λG1 = cG1 = 1.
Corollary 4.12. Let G be a finite abelian local Galois group of F/Qp, where p 6= 2. Let S be
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
(1) If rk2(S) = 0, then we have λ
G
1 = 1.
(2) If rk2(S) = 1, then
(4.14) λG1 =
W (α) if |S| = 2n > 8cG1 ·W (α) if |S| 6 4,
where α is a uniquely determined quadratic character of G.
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(3) If rk2(S) = 2, we have
(4.15) λG1 =
−1 if −1 ∈ F× is a square element1 if −1 ∈ F× is not a square element.
Proof. This proof is straightforward from Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.10. Here S is abelian
and normal because G is abelian. When rk2(S) = 0, G is of odd order, hence λ
G
1 = 1. When
rk2(S) = 1, S is a cyclic group because S ∼= Z/2nZ for some n > 1. Then we are in the Case
2 of Theorem 4.9. From the Case 4 of Corollary 4.10, we can say that the case rk2(S) > 3
will not occur here because p 6= 2 and S is the Galois group of a tamely ramified extension.
So we are left to check the case rk2(S) = 2. In this case S is metacyclic and contains Klein’s
4-group, i.e., V ⊆ S ⊆ G. Then from the properties of λ-functions and Lemma 4.7 we obtain
(4.16) λG1 = λ
V
1 · (λGV )4 = λV1 =
−1 if −1 ∈ F× is a square element1 if −1 ∈ F× is not a square element.

5. Appendix
In the following lemma we compute an explicit formula for λK/F (ψF ), where K/F is a
quadratic unramified extension of F . In general, for any quadratic extension K/F , we
can write IndK/F1 = 1F ⊕ ωK/F , where ωK/F is a quadratic character of F× associated to
K by class field theory and 1F is the trivial character of F
×. Now by the definition of the
λ-function we have:
(5.1) λK/F = W (IndK/F1) = W (ωK/F ).
So, λK/F is the local constant of the quadratic character ωK/F corresponding to K/F .
Lemma 5.1. Let K be the quadratic unramified extension of F/Qp and let ψF be the canonical
additive character of F with conductor n(ψF ). Then
(5.2) λK/F (ψF ) = (−1)n(ψF ).
Proof. When K/F is the quadratic unramified extension, it is easy to see that in equation
(5.1) ωK/F is an unramified character because here the ramification break t is −1. Then from
equation (2.5) have:
W (ωK/F ) = ωK/F (c).
Here νF (c) = n(ψF ). Therefore, from equation (5.1) we obtain:
(5.3) λK/F = ωK/F (piF )
n(ψF ).
We also know that piF /∈ NK/F (K×), and hence ωK/F (piF ) = −1. Therefore, from equation
(5.3), we have
(5.4) λK/F = (−1)n(ψF ).

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Lemma 5.2. The lambda function for a finite unramified extension of a non-Archimedean
local field is always a sign.
Proof. Let K be a finite unramified extension of a non-Archimedean local field F . We know
that the unramified extensions are Galois, and their corresponding Galois groups are cyclic.
Let G = Gal(K/F ), hence G is cyclic.
When the degree of K/F is odd, from Theorem 3.6 we have λG1 = λK/F = 1 because K/F
is Galois.
When the degree of K/F is even, we have rk2(G) = 1 because G is cyclic. So we can
write ∆G1 = α, where α corresponds to the quadratic unramified extension. Then ∆
G
1 (−1) =
α(−1) = 1, because −1 is a norm, hence from the functional equation (2.6) we have
(λG1 )
2 = 1.

Theorem 5.3. Let K/F be a finite unramified extension with even degree and let ψF be the
canonical additive character of F with conductor n(ψF ). Then
(5.5) λK/F = (−1)n(ψF ).
Proof. When K/F is a quadratic unramified extension, by Lemma 5.1, we have λK/F =
(−1)n(ψF ). We also know that if K/F is unramified of even degree then we have precisely one
subextension K ′/F in K/F such that [K : K ′] = 2. Then
λK/F = λK/K′ · (λK′/F )2 = λK/K′ = (−1)n(ψK′ ) = (−1)n(ψF ),
because in the unramified case the λ-function is always a sign (cf. Lemma 5.2), and from
Corollary 1 on p. 142 of [18], n(ψK′) = n(ψF ).
This completes the proof.

In the following corollary, we show that the above Theorem 5.3 is true for any nontrivial
arbitrary additive character.
Corollary 5.4. Let K/F be a finite unramified extension of even degree and let ψ be any
nontrivial additive character of F with conductor n(ψ). Then
(5.6) λK/F (ψ) = (−1)n(ψ).
Proof. We know that any nontrivial additive character ψ is of the form ψ(x) := bψF (x), for
all x ∈ F , for some unique b ∈ F×. By the definition of the conductor of an additive character
of F , we obtain:
n(ψ) = n(bψF ) = νF (b) + n(ψF ).
Now let G = Gal(K/F ) be the Galois group of the extension K/F . Since K/F is unramified,
G is cyclic. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Here S is nontrivial cyclic because the degree
of K/F is even and G is cyclic. Then from Lemma 4.4 we have ∆G1 = ∆K/F 6≡ 1. Therefore,
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∆K/F (b) = (−1)νF (b) is the uniquely determined unramified quadratic character of F×. Now
from equation (3.7) we have:
λK/F (ψ) = λK/F (bψF )
= ∆K/F (b)λK/F (ψF )
= (−1)νF (b) × (−1)n(ψF ), from Theorem 5.3
= (−1)νF (b)+n(ψF )
= (−1)n(ψ).
Therefore, when K/F is an unramified extension of even degree, we have
(5.7) λK/F (ψ) = (−1)n(ψ),
where ψ is any nontrivial additive character of F .

In the following theorem we give an explicit formula of λK/F , when K/F is an even degree
Galois extension with odd ramification index.
Theorem 5.5. Let K be an even degree Galois extension of a non-Archimedean local field F
of odd ramification index. Let ψ be a nontrivial additive character of F . Then
(5.8) λK/F (ψ) = (−1)n(ψ).
Proof. In general, any extension K/F of local fields has a uniquely determined maximal
subextension F ′/F in K/F which is unramified. Then we have eK/F = [K : F ′] because
eK/F = eF ′/F ·eK/F ′ = eK/F ′ and K/F ′ is a totally ramified extension. By the given condition,
here K/F is an even degree Galois extension with odd ramification index eK/F , hence K/F
′
is an odd degree Galois extension. Now from the properties of the λ-functions and Theorem
3.6 we have
λK/F = λK/F ′ · (λF ′/F )eK/F = (−1)eK/F ·n(ψF ) = (−1)n(ψF ),
because K/F ′ is an odd degree Galois extension and F ′/F is an unramified extension.

Remark 5.6. Finally we observe that Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 are the general results
on λG1 = λE/F , where E/F is a Galois extension with Galois group G = Gal(E/F). And the
general results leave open the computation of W (α), where α is a quadratic character of
G. For such a quadratic character we can have three cases:
(1) unramified, this is Theorem 5.3,
(2) tamely ramified, this is Theorem 3.4.10 on p. 67 of [1],
(3) wildly ramified, its explicit computation is still open.
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